
THE LAWN BOWL 

Information from DSG Bowls Shop – 9877 2068 
The following information offers some broad details and an introduction to the Lawn Bowl. 

Information printed on each lawn bowl is the manufacturer’s name, model, size, date/expiry 
stamp, logo/emblem and serial number. 

 
MANUFACTURER & MODEL 

There are many models of bowls available and listed below are only some. 

MANUFACTURER   MODEL 

Henselite    Dreamline XG, Cruze 

Aero     Dynamic, Optima, Evolve 

Taylor      GTR, SRV, Redline SR, Vector-VS 

Drakes Pride    Conquest, Adrenaline 

Greenmaster    Power, Premier 

Each model has a different trajectory/bias and you should try out different ones to see which you 
prefer. While some models are suitable on any surface and in a variety of conditions, others are 
developed for specific conditions in a particular country or for a particular surface 

SERIAL NUMBER – e.g.O21-9V 

This is to specifically identify a set of bowls. Each bowl in a set should carry an identical serial 
number 

LOGO – e.g. Rooster  

This is to identify a set of bowls. Each set should have the same logo.  Manufacturers have a range 
of logos to personalise your set of bowls. 

SIZE 

The size of the bowl may be shown in different ways according to brand, but nowdays they all 
mean the same. 

e.g..  4 heavy   =   4   =   4H   =   4HW 

Each bowl size changes by diameter and weight 



 

SIZE  continued  . .         Eg.   

Henselite  00  1  2  3  4 

Diameter (mm) 116  118  121  122.5  127 

Weight(grams) 1260  1320  1430  1460  1520  

INFORMATION ON THE DATE STAMP

EXPIRY DATE  -eg. 21  

This is the year World Bowls once required lawn bowls be re-tested. It is the last two digits of the 
year, so in the above example the bowls would need to be tested in 2021. 

In the past, that was the case but today there is no need for testing bowls unless they are being 
used in major events such as State Titles, National Titles or as nominated on the entry form. 

The manufacturing date of the bowls is 10 years before the date stamp on the bowls i.e. Bowls 
stamped ‘21’ were manufactured in 2011.  

MANUFACTURER –“A” 

The letter on the left of the stamp is the code of the Licensed Manufacturer or the Licensed 
Tester 

e.g.  A = Taylor Bowls   Z = Aero 

      N = Henselite   X = Drakes Pride 

VALIDATION – “WB” 

This part of the stamp validates that the bowl complies with all the regulations and specifications 
of “World Bowls”. 

TRADEMARK – “R” 



The circled “R” indicates that the stamp is a registered trademark. 

MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION 

HOW TO CHOOSE THE RIGHT SIZE BOWL FOR YOU 

The best way to choose your bowl size is to speak with your club coaches.  They have the 
most experience in advising what size is right for you. 

One way to get the right size, shape and weight is to wrap both of your hands around the 
widest running surface of a bowl, so that your middle fingers touch at the bottom and if 
your thumbs touch at the top, that is your size.  If, when bowling, the bowl slips out of 
your hand or the bowl drops onto the grass, then you should move down in size until you 
are comfortably in control of your bowls.   

A further hint is while gripping the bowl, turn your hand upside down and take note on 
how this feels. Do you feel you have control or are you struggling to hold the bowl this 
way? Unless you have control in this way, you won’t be able to deliver the bowl 
comfortably. 

SET OF BOWLS  Four bowls, all of which are: of a matched set; of the same 
make and model; of the same size, weight, colour, bias, serial number and engraving 

BIAS  The curved path along which a bowl travels from delivery until it comes to 
rest (the shape of the bowl gives it its bias). 

All manufacturers have multiple models, all of which have a different bias.  Each lawn 
bowl model will have a different turning point. 

BIAS SIDE OF A BOWL  The side of a bowl that is the more rounded of the two sides, 
which is identified by the small grooved rings and/or logo surrounding its centre. 

GRIPS There are different types of bowls grips. Different manufacturers have different 
grips.  When purchasing bowls, they are either plain grip (just lines as a grip) or gripped 
which means they have dimples, crescents, indentations etc. where you place your fingers 
on the bowls. 

BOWLING SURFACES  There are two types of bowling surfaces, grass and 
synthetic.  Grass and synthetic can vary in line and speed.  With the line, it can be wider 
on one side than the other.  There can be so many variants when playing, so much 
depends on the conditions. 

e.g.    Time of day    Hot or cold temperature  Wind 

         Shadows over Greens    Dry/damp rink  

It also depends on what type of synthetic or what type of grass you are playing on. With 
experience, players learn how to adjust to these changes. 


